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Transparency is key  
to improving performance

R
When hardware upgrades were 

installed at one of the four lines 

mill operated by Arjowiggins near 
Aberdeen in Scotland, a parallel 
project to install state-of-the-art 
quality-control systems provided 
new-found transparency into the 
line’s improved performance.

project with ABB worth £1 
million, the improvements to 
the PM10 machine – capable 

as watermarking and colour 

new life can be injected into an 
already well-established process.

At the end of May, the six-

engineer Ian Kilgour, along with 

improvements.
In April, PPL magazine was 

exclusively invited to witness 
the outcome of the project. 
While in the PM10 control 

Alex MacAllan entered with 

improvements, key performance 
indicators that spoke for 
themselves. Time taken for a 
total change was down by 12 per 
cent; weight and moisture change 
down by 13.2 per cent; colour 

breaks.

was fulsome in his praise, 

quality of the project. “The mill 
is very pleased with the outcome 
of the project,” he said. “It was 

a great job very well executed. 

team on PM10 is with the 
system.”

As an example of how the 

which it highlighted the outcome 
of replacing earlier designs of 
drives was an eye-opener.

worked on the project with 
colleague Nick Evans: “The mill 
upgraded two old drive units 
at the wet-end of the machine 
with two new drive units and 
linked them electronically to the 
remainder of the machine drive 

of the machine to be fully 
synchronised and controlled more 
accurately. 

“This allowed the advanced 

controls in the ABB system to 

through more precise speed 

shade and brightness change 
control, plus fewer web breaks 
and faster start-up.”

early 1980s and with a Taylor 

was mainly used as a data 
gatherer for process signal for 

data and sending it to the mill’s 

(MIS). It was also the interface 

the 1180 was incapable of direct 
linking to the outside world.

All of the machine’s process 
controllers were ‘stand 
alone’ units from a number 
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of manufacturers: Fisher ac2 

part of Eurotherm) were also 
late-1980s technology. There 

single-loop controllers and eight-
loop controllers. On top of this 

mid-1990s.
It was decided to replace all of 

(to replace the manually-set 

and the like.
Working with ABB on the 

between the Stoneywood Mill 

ABB since the mid 1970s. Most 
recent was the successful 

the mill’s PM08 line in 2009.
Work on the latest project 

started in the spring of 2010 with 
Tom and Neil Gordon, of Process 

out preparatory work and then 

producing a User Requirement 

knowledge of the older system’s 

“The content and quality of 
this URS enabled the ABB project 
engineers to programme and 

Factory Acceptance Test (FAT). 

and cabling, re-housing crew’s 
‘bothy’ to enable the old one to 
be re-built as a wet end control 
room and ABB rack room, all of 
which was carried out between 
January and June 2011. 

Acceptance Test (FAT) was 
completed in May 2011 by ABB 
Project Manager Nick Evans and 

under the supervision of Niall 
Gairdner from the mill’s Process 

place at Stoneywood at the end 
of June 2011 along with ABB 

led by Gairdner

down at Stoneywood in July 2011 
the PM10 was stopped to enable 

Sunday at the end of month.
The next morning, 1 August, 

as steam from the boiler house 
was raised and at 2pm a sheet 
went through the machine for 
commissioning of the drying 
control loops. By 6pm saleable 
paper was being produced. The 
machine ran all night on the same 
grade and from 8am the next 
morning the second tuning of 
other grades began with colour 
control following a few days later, 
but ahead of schedule.

Another reason for working with 
ABB was the size of the scanner. 
Originally, ABB had suggested a 
direct replacement of an earlier 

The £1m QCS/DCS project at Arjowiggins 
was signed off successfully in May 2012

Paper technician at Arjowiggins’ PM10 line Martin Mapplebeck 
views its performance in real time using ABB systems
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Global sweep for creative paper

chosen due to its industry-leading 

The result made space more 
available.

This greatly assisted 
Stoneywood in the mechanical 

major civil and mechanical work 
would have been necessary to 

have raised the overall project 
costs (by about £250,000 or 25 
per cent) but also extend the 
shutdown period by up to ten 

due to lost revenue.
As an added bonus, Arjowiggins 

and ABB agreed to include the 

boiler controls within the project 
scope. This allowed the mill to 

which controlled the drum level 
and the fuel loops. This has also 
been a great success.

The overall result has been 
measurable improvements in net 

They are the result of 
Arjowiggins personnel having 

in, much more reliable and 

faster and more accurate 
measurements to the control 
algorithms which in turn are now 

changes much more quickly and 
with greater accuracy to get 
the process variables to target 

more quickly than the previous 
technology would have been able 
to accomplish. 

Finnabair Industrial Park, 

Layout of the ABB QCS/DCS project solution for the Arjowiggins PM10 paper making line


